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Abstract:  

Lost circulation materials are known as to retainchargesaccompanying with lost circulation from 

spinning out of control. One of the best solutions is provide operator’s actual ways to respond to complete or 

fractional lost movementencouraged by hydrostatic or annular compression loss from regular or 

encouragedreasons. The resolution of this paper is to examine management results via option agreements in a 

two-stage stream chain in which a new produce dealer sells to a vendor, allowing for the circulation loss of the 

newproducts.  

The dealer supplies the distinctive products with optimal optional cost to the retailer. The 

outcomesexplain that there be existent a unique best option demandthe quantity for the retailer and a special 

optimal choice order price for the supplier giving certain surroundings.Organicharvestsespecially fresh 

food’sappearances such as circulation loss and great risk are measured. Selectionbonds and game philosophy 

are collective to manage the fresh productssource chain’s risk. The projected tool and facsimiles are expected to 

shed light to the upcomingmechanisms in the field of source chain risk administration.  
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I. INTRODUCTION

The real degree of source chain realization is 

how well activities organizethrough thesupply chain 

to generatecost for consumers, while growing the 

productivity of every connection inthe stream chain. 

In other words, stream chain management is the 

combined process ofcreating value for the end user or 

ultimate shopper.The supply chains of dissimilar 

agricultural produces in India, though, are 

nervouswith tests stemming from the 

characteristicdifficulties of the cultivation sector. The 

agristreamchain scheme of the country is resolute by 

dissimilar sartorial problems like controlof small/ 

peripheral farmers, disjointed supply chains, absence 

of scale economies, low levelof dispensation/value 

adding, insufficiency of marketing substructure etc. 

 

Thesupply chain followers are 

chieflyworried about their separatebenefits and that 

self-servingeffort often results in reduced supply 

chain presentation. New produce’s little life cycles 

effect in little or no recover value at the finish of the 

marketing season as healthy as incredible circulation 

loss both in superiority and quantity, which kinds 

supply chain organization more serious. Fresh food 

requires of daily life productionssignificant role in the 

shop. Consequently, it is imperative and important to 

spread over supply chain’s supervision theories and 

approaches managing fresh food’s high risk. 

 

II. PROBLEM ASSESSMENTS  

For the problem assessment consider a two-

stage source chain in which the first dealer is a leader 

selling a new produce to the seller. There is no 

chance for the seller to refillregister once the selling 

period has instigated. Thus, both the dealer and the 

seller make choices prior to the period. Earlier the 

opening of the retailing season, the retailer was 

buyingdecisions from the dealer at per unit value of v. 

Every option donates the retailer the correct to 

purchase one item of product at the workout price of 

ßvafter request has been perceived. ßis an exogenous 

constraint and ß>0. Then, the dealeragrees the order 

and workoutvaluesrendering to the retailer’s 

directivequantity Q and the stochastic flea market 

demand. The dealerdistributes the goods at per unit 

price of pand the seller sells the invention at per unit 

value of p which is known.  

 

Making an allowance for the structures of 

fresh harvest, we requestß (0<ß <1) to suggest the 

circulation loss in amounttogether with the loss 

produced by nature or false factors such as load and 

unload, modestpadding, extruding, and transport and 

all choice from the early ordering moment to the 

goodsreach to the retailer. 

 

III. COMBINED STREAM CHAIN 

To initiate, study the combined supply chain 

as the improper model. This prototypical is a useful 

standard. In the combined supply chain, there is no 

midway links such as extensive. The unified supply 

chain’s revenue function, representedas Л 1(Q1). 

Л 1(Q1)= p min [D,Q(1- ß)] -p Q1-g [D -Q1 (1- ß)] 

In the combined supply chain, there 

happensanexclusiveoptimum supply measureQ1. 

The first period is the entire sells profits 

which arelimited to the total demand and the supply 

considering the circulation loss, and the second term 

is the source cost. The final term is the shortage cost. 
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IV. NEW PRODUCE STREAM CHAIN 

DIRECTION 

In proposed method we design the base 

model chain with the option contracts. We now are 

absorbed on whether selection contracts can 

synchronize the new produce stream chain when the 

vendor only orders options.  

Selection contracts cannot organize the new 

produce stream chain when the vendor only orders 

options. As stream chain organizationnecessitates that 

the choice of a dispersed chain is contain to 

acombined chain.  

w=p-ßcw/(p+g)<c 

The option contracts can organize the new 

produce stream chain. But this disorder is conflicting 

to the condition which the dealer is eager to deliver 

option contracts i.e., w>c. So selection contracts 

cannot organize the new produce stream chain when 

the vendor only commands options.  

 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, contemplate the features of 

new produce and practice the Stackelberg 

prototypical, we examine the starring role of selection 

contracts and management results for the 

newharveststream chain. Expressiveresults are 

assumed as follows. a) Byselection contracts in a 

newharveststream chain there occursanexclusive 

optimal selection order quantity for the vendor and a 

unique optimal selection order price lower 

thanpositive conditions for the dealer. b) Selection 

contracts cannot organize the newharveststream chain 

when the vendor only orders options. This study can 

be prolonged to a case that the vendor orders both 

goods and options to see whether selection contracts 

can organize the new produce supply chain, 

alsospread it to multi-period backgrounds. 
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